Any of all possible types of charges corresponds in nature to a kind of the inertial mass. Such a mass -charge duality of matter explains the coexistence of grand united rest mass and charge for the same neutrino equal respectively to its all the gravitational mass and charge which consist of the gravitoelectric, gravitoweak, gravitostrong and a range of others, innate components. From their point of view, a new grand unification theory has been created at the discussion of a question about unification of forces of a different nature. In this theory, the gravitational field must be naturally united gauge field of the unified system of the most diverse combinations of electromagnetic photons, weak bosons and strong gluons where the four pairs of forces of the micro world fundamental interactions are united. Some consequences and laboratory confirmations of the suggested theory have been listed which allow also to define the structure of the graviton as a grand united boson. Thereby it gives the possibility to directly look at the nature of the gravitational matter elucidating the interratio of intraneutrino forces and the problem of elementary particles chiral and mirror symmetries.
Owing to a mass -charge duality [1] of matter, any micro world interaction has the gravitational behavior. At the same time a question about the structure of gravity remains thus far not finally investigated. It is usually assumed that the gravitational force cannot appear at the micro world level due to its weakness.
However, in spite of this, one can with confidence state that there exists a real possibility of observation not only of massive neutrinos [2] or photons [3] but also of the gravitomagnetic force [4] of nature. Therefore, to a measurement of rest mass of the neutrino [5] or the photon [6] one must apply as to one of the available laboratory data [7] confirming the existence of microgravity and saying that nobody is in force to define the structure of elementary particles fundamental interactions regardless of gravity.
The nature is created so that each type charge in it be have the possibility to exist only in the presence of a kind of the inertial mass. Therefore, any of existing types of masses testifies in favor of the availability of a kind of charge. Such a mass -charge duality of matter implies the coexistence of the united rest mass m U ν and charge e U ν for the same neutrino [1] equal respectively to its all the mass and charge including the electric (E), weak (W ), strong (S) and some others, innate contributions:
Of course, the united mass can contain the part that corresponds to the gravitational charge [8] . Their existence as the structural parts of the united rest mass and charge implies the availability of the fifth force [8, 9] of interaction between the particles. It come forwards in the system as a harmony of the four remaining forces. But its regularity has not yet been discovered in measurements [10] .
Another possibility is that regardless of whether or not the fifth force exists, all the mass of a particle is strictly the gravitational. However, in the form as the standard electroweak theory [11, 12, 13] was developed is not in state to elucidate whether a particle gravitational rest mass and charge coincide with its all the mass and charge, if yes, what neutrino united mass and charge say about unification of forces of a different nature.
Here we investigate this question studying the ideas of each of all possible types of charges and masses of the neutrino which may serve as the source of naturally united gauge field. According to a mass -charge duality of matter, Newton's force of gravitation F N νν between the two neutrinos and Coulomb's force F C νν among them [14] must be defined from point of view of any of existing types of actions. In other words, each of all possible types of forces includes both a kind of the Newton and a kind of the Coulomb contributions [9] . In this, the gravitational structure is said of any force of the micro world interaction.
In conformity with these implications of the neutrino mass and charge, we not only conclude that
but also must recognize that gravitation come forwards in nature as a grand unification. Herewith the gravitational (G) rest mass and charge of the neutrino are strictly its grand united (GU ) mass and charge which include the gravitoelectric (GE), gravitoweak (GW ) and the gravitostrong (GS) parts. For our further purposes it is desirable to present Newton's and Coulomb's forces explained by the corresponding components of grand united masses and charges of interacting objects in general form as follows:
where K = E, W, S, and G N is the constant of gravitation. Exactly the same one can define the structure of the studied forces for grand united masses and charges:
Inserting (3) and (4) in (6) uniting the findings with (5) and having in view of equalities
which become possible owing to the vector nature of their structure [9] , we are led to the implication that
Furthermore, if it turns out that the gravitoelectric F GE νν , gravitoweak F GW νν and the gravitostrong F GS νν forces among the two neutrinos are, according to an idea of each of (5), equal to
a grand united force F GU νν between themselves may be expressed from point of view of any of (6) in general form:
This solution together with (7) - (9) allows to conclude that
Such a regularity leading to the appearance of grand united gauge field of strong and electroweak matter is observed owing to the unified gravitational structure of fundamental forces. They constitute herewith the interaction grand united force which come forwards in nature as gravity.
Insofar as the magnetic forces are concerned, we start from a requirement [15] that a possibility of the existence of Dirac fermions having simultaneously as well as the magnetic charges is not excluded. Therefore, to include the magnetic forces in the discussion one must write (1) and (2) at the account of magnetic rest mass m M ν and charge e M ν for the neutrino. This gives the right to replace (11) for
in which appears a contribution of the united gravitoelectromagnetic force
where the corresponding gravitomagnetic force has the size
There exists, however, the possibility [16] that any electrically charged particle testifies in favor of the existence of a kind of the magnetically charged monoparticle possessing the magnetic rest mass and charge. Such a sight to nature of fundamental symmetry between the electricity and the magnetism quality explains the fact that the presence of the photon γ E with the electric mass [3, 6] and charge [17] implies the existence of a kind of the monophoton γ H with the magnetic mass and charge. From this point of view, the gravitoelectromagnetic field ( E, H) must arise as the field of the unified system of the photon and monophoton (γ E , γ H ) where the two pairs of forces of the gravitoelectric and the gravitomagnetic nature are united. We can therefore call the latter an electromagnetic boson:
Such a photon together with intermediate particles of weak interaction constitutes an electroweak boson:
where W denotes the weak neutral or charged bosons. These facts and all what neutrino mass and charge say about the structure of gravity lead us to the implication that the gravitational field is strictly a grand united field of the unified system of the most diverse combinations of the photon, monophoton, weak bosons and strong gluons (g) where the four pairs of forces of the micro world interaction are united. However, such characteristics as the spin -isospin and the internal symmetries of the structural particles play here a crucial role. In this, complicated structure is said of the graviton which can be called a grand united boson:
One of sharply expressed predictions of our theory is the existence of antigravity [18] . From its point of view, the latter reflects just characteristic features of strong and electroweak phenomena because they constitute a grand united gravity. In other words, a question about invariance of the gravitational interaction concerning C, P and T, and also their combinations CP and CPT is intimate connected with the behavior of its structural parts.
The violation of P -parity leads to the origination of interconversions ν L ↔ ν R and ν R ↔ ν L , for example, at the longitudinal polarized neutrinos (antineutrinos) scattering on nuclei [19, 20] . In the framework of the standard electroweak theory, the existence of such transitions implies the absence of chiral invariance.
According to the correspondence principle, the neutrino chirality is basically violated due to helicity nonconservation [20] as a consequence of the availability of mass [21, 22] . Therefore, chiral and mirror symmetries may exist only in the case where gravity is absent.
Thus, it follows that if nature itself is not in force to create a quality picture of the micro world fundamental interactions regardless of gravity then unlike earlier known, our grand unification theory must be chirally antisymmetrical theory describing simultaneously both left -and right -handed neutrinos. Thereby it predicts the coexistence of massive neutrinos of Dirac and Majorana types [23] .
At the same time it is well known that the standard electroweak theory is based on groups SU (2) L and U (1) γ which constitute an electroweakly united group G EW namely
According to this theory, right -handed neutrinos have no neither weak, electromagnetic nor any other the interaction, and left -handed neutrinos can interact only with field of weak emission. It is accepted in addition that the same photon leads to the appearance of both electric and magnetic fields.
To define compound structure of electroweak group (18) from point of view of the suggested grand unification theory one must use an idea of each of (15) and (16) 
In these circumstances, the presentation (18) is replaced for
and it is assumed that in the framework of chirally antisymmetrical electroweak theory, there exists a fundamental symmetry between the gravitoelectricity and the gravitomagnetism. Passing to a question about gauge group of the discussed grand unification, one can as a starting recall that color (C) group SU (N C ) C at N C = 3 has important consequences for strong interactions and their unification with electroweak ones [24] . There are, however, many uncertainties both in nature and in structure of leptonic, hadronic and purely neutrino [23] families of elementary particles. Nevertheless, if it turns out that lepton number may be accepted as the fourth color [25] , this indicates to the existence of color group SU (4) C inclusive as well as the neutrino strong interaction [26] . The latter together with an electroweakly united group (21) would lead us to the implication that
and group of grand unification G GU describes the gravitational interaction with the unified field of emission. Finally, insofar as the form of grand united interaction is concerned, we must have in view of one of further predictions of our theory. It consists in that between the gravitational and gauge fields there exists a fundamental symmetry. In other words, a mass -charge duality quality explains the nature of earlier known gravity -gauge duality [27] . In this, the current -current structure is said of the gravitational interaction.
At first sight such a conclusion is not very standard. On the other hand, as follows from considerations of symmetry, the number of components in all types of fundamental interactions must coincide. At the same time nature itself has simultaneously both electroweak and strong interactions. This becomes possible owing to the unified gravitational behavior of their structure. Therefore, existing laboratory measurements of the gravitomagnetic force [7] of nature may serve as the further confirmation of our grand unification theory. Insofar as the absence of the reliable experimental information about the graviton mass is concerned, we recognize that the above -noted regularities of naturally united gauge field take place regardless of choice of conditions for their observations.
